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Fitzsimonds, Reiko Maki, and Mu-ming Poo. Retrograde Signaling in the Development and Modification of
Synapses. Physiol. Rev. 78: 143–170, 1998.—Retrograde signaling from the postsynaptic cell to the presynaptic
neuron is essential for the development, maintenance, and activity-dependent modification of synaptic connections.
This review covers various forms of retrograde interactions at developing and mature synapses. First, we discuss
evidence for early retrograde inductive events during synaptogenesis and how maturation of presynaptic structure
and function is affected by signals from the postsynaptic cell. Second, we review the evidence that retrograde
interactions are involved in activity-dependent synapse competition and elimination in developing nervous systems
and in long-term potentiation and depression at mature synapses. Third, we review evidence for various forms of
retrograde signaling via membrane-permeant factors, secreted factors, and membrane-bound factors. Finally, we
discuss the evidence and physiological implications of the long-range propagation of retrograde signals to the cell
body and other parts of the presynaptic neuron.

I. INTRODUCTION rograde interactions and the identity, production, as well
as the mechanism of action of retrograde factors involved
in these interactions. Various aspects of this topic haveBidirectional communication between a neuron and
been covered by a number of recent reviews (56, 69, 90,its postsynaptic cell is essential for the development,
125, 149, 154, 319).maintenance, and activity-dependent modulation of syn-

A synaptic retrograde factor may be defined by sev-aptic connections. Neurotransmitters, neuropeptides, and
eral criteria analogous to those used for the identifica-other protein factors released from the presynaptic nerve
tion of neurotransmitters. The factor must be synthe-terminal are known to produce immediate electrical ac-
sized in the postsynaptic cell. It must be presented totions as well as long-term structural and metabolic
the presynaptic neuron at the appropriate time for retro-changes in the postsynaptic cell. Reciprocal retrograde
grade interaction. In addition, if the factor is a diffusibleinfluences of the postsynaptic cell on the survival, differ-
or secreted substance, exogenous application of the fac-entiation, and functioning of the presynaptic neuron are
tor should mimic the retrograde action produced by thealso present in many parts of the nervous system. This

review summarizes the evidence for the existence of ret- postsynaptic cell. In contrast to neurotransmitter signal-
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ing, however, retrograde effects may be mediated by aptic neuron match the type of target cell they innervate
(30, 89, 90, 122), suggesting retrograde influences of thedirect physical interaction between membrane-bound

factors across the synapse. Moreover, retrograde factors postsynaptic cell on secretory function. The transmitter
phenotype used by the presynaptic neuron can be regu-may be present constitutively over a relatively long dura-

tion, although the production, secretion, or action of lated by target-derived factors, as shown by the switch
from noradrenergic to cholinergic phenotype in sympa-the retrograde factor could be regulated by neuronal

activity. thetic neurons after innervation of the sweat gland (206,
207, 319). Target contact made by one axonal processThe molecular understanding of target-derived retro-

grade factors began with the discovery of nerve growth can regulate the growth and projection pattern of other
processes of the same neuron (124, 129) and change thefactor (NGF) and its potent effects on the survival and

growth of sympathetic and sensory neurons in culture global membrane excitability or transmitter sensitivity of
the neuron (202). The target cell innervated by the axonal(66, 212). That NGF is required for the survival of sympa-

thetic and sensory ganglion neurons was demonstrated terminal (226, 297) regulates even synaptic connections
formed on the presynaptic neuron. Finally, studies of ac-by the dramatic atrophy of these ganglia in newborn mice

and rats injected with antiserum against NGF (213). Im- tivity-dependent plasticity of developing and mature syn-
apses have shown that presynaptic secretion propertiesmunoassays showed that NGF is indeed produced by the

targets of sympathetic neurons in amounts proportional are susceptible to rapid modification by retrograde factors
originating from the postsynaptic cell, and such modula-to the density of innervation (199). Moreover, targets in-

nervated by sympathetic neurons contain mRNA for NGF, tion can lead to long-term changes in synaptic efficacy
(32, 85, 205, 269).whereas many other tissues do not (324). Thus NGF has

largely satisfied the criteria for a retrograde factor. The The findings on synapse development and plasticity
underscore several important features of retrograde sig-search for other protein factors with similar actions on

central neurons has led to the discovery of a family of naling. Retrograde signals consist of not only trophic fac-
tors that maintain the health and survival of the presynap-NGF-like molecules, each specific for different but over-

lapping populations of neurons. Other members of this tic neuron, but also serve as instructive signals that trigger
selective gene expression. Moreover, presynaptic func-NGF family of factors, or neurotrophins, now include

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin tions are under the regulation of retrograde signals in
an activity-dependent manner with a rapid time course.(NT)-3, NT-4/5, and NT-6 (213, 215). In addition to their

traditional role as survival and differentiation factors, re- Finally, although retrograde signals can exert localized
presynaptic regulation, long-range presynaptic propaga-cent studies have shown acute modulatory effects of neu-

rotrophins on axonal branching and arborization, ion tion of the retrograde signals must occur in some cases,
both in conveying regulatory signals to the nucleus andchannel function, and synaptic efficacy (24, 223). Further-

more, the expression and secretion of neurotrophins are in affecting functions of distant parts of the neuron. The
present review discusses these features of retrograde sig-regulated by electrical activity (341), suggesting that many

activity-dependent retrograde interactions at the synapse naling, with special attention on the early inductive ac-
tions of the target cell on presynaptic differentiation, themay be mediated by neurotrophins. Neurotrophins have

thus become prototypic retrograde factors for both long- role of retrograde signaling in activity-dependent modula-
tion at developing synapses, the cellular mechanisms in-term and acute actions on presynaptic neurons. In addi-

tion to neurotrophins, other families of growth factors volved in retrograde signaling, and the nature of presynap-
tic spread of retrograde signals.and cytokines can also regulate the survival and growth

of presynaptic neurons as well as modulate neuronal and
synaptic functions (24, 280). However, it remains largely

II. RETROGRADE SIGNALING ATunknown whether these factors act as circulating hor-
DEVELOPING SYNAPSESmones, with wide spread influences on many neuronal

populations, or serve as localized synaptic retrograde fac-
tors for selective presynaptic neurons. Retrograde interactions at the synapse begin with the

contact of the growth cone with the surface of the targetIn addition to the effect on the growth and survival
of presynaptic neurons, target-derived factors are also re- cell. These interactions are likely to be responsible for

the modulation of growth cone motility, the inductionsponsible for inducing presynaptic development. Contact
with a specific target cell triggers a transformation of the and maturation of transmitter secretion machinery, and

activity-dependent selective stabilization and eliminationpresynaptic nerve ending from a motile growth cone to a
stable nerve terminal, which is capable of efficient trans- of nerve connections. Most of the information concerning

retrograde signaling at developing synapses comes frommitter secretion in response to action potentials. In some
systems, the characteristics of the transmitter secretion studies of peripheral synapses, neuromuscular synapses

in particular (17, 86, 145, 149).machinery at different nerve terminals of the same presyn-
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At electrical synapses, intercellular communication muscles (62). Two other surface proteins, semaphorin II
and connectin, were found to prevent formation of selec-via gap junctions provides an obvious avenue for retro-

grade signaling. Gap junctions have been observed during tive innervation by the proper motoneuron when they
were expressed at high levels on the target muscle fibersthe early phase of nerve-muscle synapses in culture (5,

118) and could mediate cell-cell signaling at early con- (244, 272), suggesting a repulsive action of these mole-
cules on the growth cone of specific motoneurons. Thesetacts. In developing cortex, injections of the intercellular

tracer neurobiotin reveal extensive coupling via gap junc- results from the Drosophila neuromuscular system have
shown that the growth cone from the contacted cells maytions between groups of cortical neurons. These groups of

neurons exhibit synchronous bursts of intracellular Ca2/ receive both positive and negative retrograde signals be-
fore the decision on synapse formation is made. The pre-changes (366, 367). Elevation of Ca2/, inositol 1,4,5-tris-

phosphate (InsP3), adenosine 3*,5*-cyclic monophosphate synaptic receptors for these muscle surface proteins and
the downstream transduction mechanism involved in(cAMP), or other small molecules in a postsynaptic neu-

ron can result in a spread of these messengers to the growth cone responses are unknown. Because elevation
of Ca2/ usually results in an inhibition of growth conepresynaptic neuron via the gap junctions (183, 310). Evi-

dence for cell-specific gap junction coupling in the cortex, motility (188), which is a required step for the transition
into a stable nerve terminal, Ca2/ may serve as a secondretina, and adult hippocampus points to the possibility

that bidirectional intercellular communication via gap messenger for an early retrograde signal. In Xenopus and
Helisoma cell cultures, fluorescence Ca2/ imaging hasjunctions may play a role in development and mainte-

nance of synapses. A variety of cell adhesion molecules, shown that contact by the target muscle indeed induces
Ca2/ elevation in the presynaptic neuron (81, 374).including E-cadherin, neural cell adhesion molecule

(NCAM), and N-cadherin appear to be necessary for the The use of cell cultures has greatly facilitated the
study of early physiological events during synaptogenesis,formation of functional gap junctions (182, 191, 254). Dur-

ing the early phase of synaptogenesis, selective cell-cell since the timing of nerve-muscle contacts can be more
precisely determined. In Xenopus nerve-muscle cultures,adhesion may lead to gap junction-mediated communica-

tion and exchange of specific intracellular messengers, both spontaneous (miniature) and nerve-evoked synaptic
potentials are observed within seconds after nerve-musclewhich in turn serve to functionally group specific cells

and to direct the formation of stable chemical synapses contact (63, 114, 194, 362). The rapid onset of synaptic
transmission is possible in this system, because thebetween appropriate partners.
growth cone is capable of efficient evoked transmitter
release before contact with the muscle cell (338). Muscle

A. Early Inductive Events in Synaptogenesis contact, nevertheless, exerts a marked retrograde effect
on the properties of transmitter secretion. This was shown
by the immediate induction of elevated spontaneous (ac-Synaptogenesis involves the transformation of a

highly motile growth cone into a stable nerve ending, tion potential-independent) acetylcholine (ACh) secretion
from the growth cone by the muscle contact. As shownequipped with the capacity for efficient transmitter secre-

tion. The first step in synaptogenesis is the recognition of by an excised patch of muscle membrane placed near
the growth cone as a detector for ACh, the growth conetarget cells by the nerve growth cone. Target cell surface

molecules responsible for cell-cell recognition may also exhibits very little spontaneous secretion before the mus-
cle contact, and the induction of spontaneous release istrigger the transformation of the nerve growth cone.

Growing nerve processes are guided by pathway cues in specific to the muscle cell. The induction is not due to
secreted factors from the muscle, since the excised patchthe developing tissue to reach their targets (143, 152, 193).

Upon arrival of these processes at the target zone, selec- of muscle membrane by itself is capable of inducing spon-
taneous ACh secretion from the growth cone (362). Thesetive interaction between the growth cone and specific tar-

get cells may take place. In developing chick embryos, studies support the notion that interaction between mem-
brane-bound surface components is capable of providingthere is strong evidence for specific recognition between

subsets of afferent sensory axons and their target moto- a retrograde signal during the early phase of synaptogene-
sis. The precise nature of the surface component responsi-neurons in the ventral spinal cord (123). In Drosophila

larva, different motoneurons make highly specific innerva- ble for the induction of spontaneous ACh secretion is
unknown, but elevation of spontaneous secretion couldtion of different subsets of body wall muscles. Studies by

genetic manipulation have shown the involvement of a result from a contact-induced increase of cytosolic Ca2/

at the growth cone (81). Consistent with the specific na-number of subset-specific muscle surface proteins in
nerve-muscle recognition. For example, fasciclin III con- ture of the nerve-muscle surface interaction, a subset of

spinal neurons showed neither an increase in transmittertributes to positive interaction between motoneuron RP3
and its target muscle, since ectopic expression of fasciclin release nor an elevation of Ca2/ after muscle cell contact.

Similar induction of elevation of intracellular Ca2/ levelsIII on all muscles caused RP3 to recognize other nontarget
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is observed after contact of presynaptic neurites of Heli- tering of synaptic vesicles around a region of the presyn-
aptic plasmalemma characterized by membrane thick-soma B19 motoneurons with their target supralateral rad-

ular tensor (SLT) muscles (374). Helisoma motoneuron ening (48, 262). The formation of the active zone involves
the localization and assembly of components of transmit-B19 will form functional chemical connections only with

its normal synaptic partner SLT muscle, and not with ter secretion machinery, including voltage-dependent
Ca2/ channels and other membrane proteins involved innovel targets (155, 373). This contact-mediated Ca2/ accu-

mulation in the B19 nerve terminals appears to result from vesicle docking, as well as cytoplasmic synaptic vesicles
and associated cytoskeletal elements. Because the sitea SLT muscle-derived retrograde messenger, which acts

via a presynaptic cAMP-dependent protein kinase to en- of postsynaptic contact dictates the site of active zone
formation, it is reasonable to expect that signals fromhance action potential-evoked Ca2/ influx (128).

Ultrastructural studies of early neuromuscular con- the postsynaptic cell provide the trigger for initiating the
localization of presynaptic components. Using specific an-tacts revealed close membrane appositions between the

nerve and muscle membranes, with an extracellular gap tibodies, Lupa and Hall (229) observed a redistribution of
proteins that form neurofilaments and synaptic vesiclesof õ10 nm (48, 204). Thus direct interactions between

plasma membrane components could be responsible for during the formation of mouse neuromuscular junctions.
The appearance of synaptic vesicle-containing neurites onthe initial nerve-muscle recognition and serve as the trig-

ger for the induction of spontaneous transmitter release. the surface of the early myotubes correlates temporally
with the formation of ACh receptor clusters and the firstApplication of suramin, a small sulfonated polyanion that

interferes with cell surface receptors, suppresses contact- synaptic potentials. Further studies (228) showed that the
preferential association of synaptic vesicle containingmediated ACh release as well as muscle contact-induced

elevation of intracellular Ca2/ (81). Muscle membrane ex- neurites with myotubes is specific for muscle cells and
was still observed when the myotubes were previouslytracts also elicited changes in intracellular Ca2/ in Heli-

soma B19 motoneurons, and the effect was abolished by fixed with paraformaldehyde. Moreover, the preferential
association disappeared in cocultures of neurons withenzymatic treatment of the membrane extracts (374). Cell

adhesion molecules or extracellular matrix (ECM) pro- variant strains of the myotube that are deficient in proteo-
glycans, suggesting that proteoglycans on the surface ofteins (31, 77) are likely candidates for mediating contact-

dependent presynaptic changes during the early phase of the myotube may play an inductive role in the differentia-
tion of presynaptic neurons.synaptogenesis. Contact with latex beads coated with ba-

sic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), a heparin-binding The role of basal lamina in synaptic development was
demonstrated by an elegant series of studies on synapsegrowth factor associated with the ECM of skeletal muscle

(98, 142), mimics the muscle target in inducing elevation regeneration in the absence of muscle cells (243, 315).
Although isolation of the muscle segments by transectionof presynaptic Ca2/ and clustering of synaptic vesicles.

The effects can be blocked by Ca2/-free medium or sura- causes the fibers to degenerate, the basal lamina remains
intact, allowing identification of the original end-plate site.min (82). Taken together, these studies indicate those di-

rect interactions of surface-bound factors, rather than tar- These basal lamina ‘‘ghosts’’ were shown to contain sig-
nals not only for postsynaptic clustering of ACh receptorsget-derived diffusible factors, are likely to be responsible

for the early retrograde inductive events during synapto- (49), but also for induction of presynaptic differentiation
(138). Surprisingly, motor nerve terminal maintenancegenesis. As discussed in section IVC, retrograde interac-

tion through direct physical contact may be a general continues for many months in the absence of muscle fi-
bers (107), suggesting that presynaptic function may bemechanism for trans-synaptic signaling.
maintained by long-lasting target-derived signals per-
sisting either in the nerve terminal or in the remaining

B. Maturation of Presynaptic Structure basal lamina. Alternatively, target-derived factors may not
and Function be needed for the long-term maintenance of presynaptic

function after selective damage to the muscle at mature
neuromuscular junctions, but rather that retrograde sig-After the initial establishment of synaptic contacts,

the nerve terminal undergoes structural and functional naling occurs only during the early phase of synapse for-
mation or reinnervation of the target. Agrin, a componentmaturation over a protracted period (192, 198, 204). At

early nerve-muscle contacts in Xenopus cultures, func- in the basal lamina responsible for ACh receptor cluster-
ing (42, 250), may also be involved in presynaptic differen-tional synaptic transmission occurs without apparent pre-

synaptic differentiation, but the efficacy of synaptic trans- tiation (52). In knock-out mice lacking agrin, there is pro-
fuse outgrowth of presynaptic nerve terminal arbors. Thismission shows improvement with time, in parallel to the

development of presynaptic structures (48). Ultrastruc- effect on presynaptic nerve terminals may be indirect,
resulting from impaired retrograde signaling associatedtural studies during the first few days of synaptogenesis

revealed a gradual formation of the active zone, with clus- with postsynaptic differentiation normally induced by
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agrin. Extensive axonal arborization is also observed Moreover, the adhesion of S-laminin to motoneurons may
serve to inhibit neurite outgrowth (292) and act as a retro-when the ACh receptor-associated cytoskeletal protein

rapsyn is deleted by homologous recombination (132) and grade signal to initiate nerve terminal differentiation. In-
deed, in mice with targeted mutations of the S-lamininin mice with homozygous gene deletions of the agrin re-

ceptor MuSK (93). Inadequate presynaptic differentiation gene, nerve terminals were relatively unbranched, with
no active zones and abnormal distribution of synaptic ves-in these mutants is therefore likely to be due to the failure

of the muscle to provide appropriate retrograde signals icles, and most strikingly, a significant reduction in fre-
quency of spontaneous transmitter release (271). Manyresulting from the lack of specialized postsynaptic signal-

ing machinery (313). aspects of postsynaptic development were normal in the
mutant neuromuscular junction. However, whether theIn analogy to the role of agrin on postsynaptic ACh

receptors, a retrograde factor provided by the postsynap- synapse-specific ECM molecules appear at the muscle sur-
face at an appropriate time to serve as retrograde signalstic cell may trigger the presynaptic clustering of Ca2/

channels and other membrane components associated for nerve terminal differentiation remains to be deter-
mined.with the active zone. Like agrin, the retrograde factor

may be bound to the ECM, which may account for the In contrast to the intrinsic propensity for evoked ACh
secretion from Xenopus spinal neurons (338), the appear-requirement for muscle surface proteoglycan described

above (228). Basic fibroblast growth factor, which associ- ance of evoked transmitter release from motoneuron B19
requires several hours of SLT muscle contact in Helisomaates with ECM, was capable of inducing active zonelike

structures in cultured spinal neurons (82). Thus it is a cultures (373). The contact-dependent induction appar-
ently involves a change in the responsiveness of the pre-good candidate for a retrograde clustering factor. In addi-

tion to secreted factors, integral membrane proteins are synaptic secretory machinery to Ca2/, as well as in the
amount of depolarization-evoked Ca2/ influx. The retro-also potential candidates for triggering plasma membrane

localization. The close apposition of plasma membranes grade signal from the target SLT muscle apparently acti-
vates cAMP-dependent protein kinase in the presynapticduring the early phase of synaptogenesis allows intercellu-

lar bonding and coclustering of pre- and postsynaptic B19 neuron to produce enhanced evoked Ca2/ influx
(128). Whether the activated protein kinase modulates themembrane components. In such a coclustering mecha-

nism, anterograde and retrograde signaling are two sides number, distribution, or functional properties of plasma
membrane Ca2/ channels is unknown. The dependenceof the same process. At mature neuromuscular junctions,

clusters of Ca2/ channels in the presynaptic nerve termi- of presynaptic differentiation on the postsynaptic target
cell is even more pronounced at hippocampal synapses.nals are precisely aligned with postsynaptic ACh receptor

clusters (307). This precise colocalization must result Presynaptic specializations and functional synaptic
transmission between hippocampal neurons do not ap-from either a coclustering process or be induced by a

common clustering factor during development. A number pear during the first 4 days in culture, although numer-
ous neuritic contacts are made within the first day afterof synapse-specific ECM molecules have been identified

in the synaptic cleft, including S-laminin, agrin, collagens, cell plating (120). The appearance of functional synaptic
transmission is correlated with the expression of v-con-nexins, acetylcholinesterase, heparan sulfate proteogly-

can, and synapse-specific carbohydrates (149). These otoxin GVIA-sensitive Ca2/ channels and the appearance
of the punctate immunoreactivity to synaptic proteinsECM molecules may play an important function in the

clustering and alignment of pre- and postsynaptic chan- rab3a, synapsin I, and synaptotagmin, which is indica-
tive of presynaptic vesicle clusters at active zones (16).nels and receptors at neuromuscular junctions. In addi-

tion, they may serve as a physical link for transmitting Using ‘‘heterochronic’’ cultures made by plating newly
dissociated ‘‘young’’ hippocampal neurons on more ma-retrograde signals from post- to presynaptic cells, re-

sulting in changes in structural and functional properties ture hippocampal neurons in 4-day-old cultures,
Fletcher et al. (121) found a rapid appearance of synap-of the nerve terminal during development as well as in

the mature state (see sect. IVC). Among various synapse- tic vesicle clusters in young neurons. This suggests that
the propensity for presynaptic differentiation exists inspecific ECM molecules, S-laminin is of particular interest.

Fragments of this synapse-specific form of laminin pro- young neurons, and the presence of a retrograde signal
from the postsynaptic neurons appears to be the de-mote binding of ciliary motoneurons to culture substrate,

and the binding is due to the presence of a specific tripep- termining step in the timing of presynaptic differentia-
tion. It appears that postsynaptic retrograde signals fortide leucine-arginine-glutamate (LRE; Refs. 171, 172). In-

terestingly, some other synaptic molecules (agrin and ace- induction of presynaptic differentiation become avail-
able in hippocampal neurons only after 4 days in culture.tylcholinesterase) also contain LRE sequence, but the ex-

trasynaptic form of laminin B1 does not (170). The Calcium is not only essential for regulated transmitter
secretion from presynaptic nerve terminals but is likelyselective binding with the nerve terminal could account

for the trapping of these ECM molecules at the synaptic. to be an essential intracellular messenger for triggering
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presynaptic differentiation, which depends on selective rograde factors for regulating presynaptic phenotype of
transmitter and neuropeptide. However, most of themgene regulation (135, 327, 328). As discussed above, eleva-

tion of presynaptic Ca2/ level triggered by target contact have yet to fully satisfy the criteria of an established
synaptic retrograde factor.may initiate a cascade of events leading to maturation of

transmitter secretion machinery. The frequency of nerve-
muscle contacts and the number of neuritic terminals on

III. ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT RETROGRADE
the myocyte are greatly reduced when Ca2/ is removed

SYNAPTIC MODIFICATION
from the extracellular milieu, suggesting involvement of
Ca2/ in neuritic arborization and maturation (158). Volt-
age-dependent Ca2/ influx is required to trigger Ca2/-in- A. Synapse Competition and Elimination

During Developmentduced release of Ca2/ from intracellular stores, which is
necessary for normal differentiation of ion channels in
Xenopus spinal neurons in culture (96, 165, 166). Although activity-independent events may underlie

target recognition and synapse formation, stabilization orTarget-derived factors have long been postulated to
be responsible for the regulation of the types of transmit- elimination of the early connections in the developing

nervous systems is known to depend on electrical activityter and neuropeptide used by the neuron and the syn-
apses the neuron receives on its dendrites (54, 125, 280, (143). The pioneering work of Hubel, Weisel, and col-

leagues (168, 169, 210, 211) has shown that visual inputs319), but the molecular identification of the factors has
been difficult to achieve. The neurotrophin BDNF was during a critical period in development were crucial for

the formation of ocular dominance columns in the pri-shown to specifically enhance the expression of neuro-
peptides both in vivo (265) and in vitro (263). Treatment mary visual cortex. Early in development, the initial pro-

jections from the eye-specific layers of the lateral genicu-of neuronal cultures with neurotrophins also enhances
the expression of glutamate receptors and the synaptic late nucleus (LGN) to the visual cortex completely over-

lap. The segregation of LGN projections into eye-specificvesicle protein synaptophysin (264). Although many neu-
rotrophins are likely to originate from the target tissue, columns depends on the activity in the two eyes. The

projections remain intermixed if the activity is blocked.whether they are presented to the responsive neurons
as retrograde factors is yet to be determined. In addition When the activity in the two eyes becomes unequal, the

LGN projections from the eye with higher activity occupyto neurotrophins, neuropoietic factors or cytokines are
known to affect neuronal differentiation. A notable ex- a larger share of the territory in the visual cortex. Thus

axonal terminals of LGN neurons apparently compete forample is cholinergic differentiation factor (CDF)/leuke-
mia inhibitory factor (LIF), which regulates gene expres- their postsynaptic target by an activity-dependent mecha-

nism. An attractive cellular mechanism for activity-depen-sion in postmitotic sympathetic and sensory neurons
without affecting their growth (266). The CDF/LIF mRNA dent synapse rearrangement is based on Hebb’s postulate

(156), which states that correlated pre- and postsynapticis selectively enhanced in sweat glands of rat footpads,
which are normally innervated by sympathetic neurons. activity leads to strengthening of the synapse, whereas

uncorrelated activity leads to synapse weakening (73, 143,It appears, however, that the noradrenergic to choliner-
gic switch of transmitter phenotype involves factors 332). The LGN projections carrying activity of adjacent

retinal neurons of the same eye are likely to be activeother than CDF/LIF, since innervation of sweat glands
is phenotypically normal in CDF/LIF-deficient mice synchronously and drive postsynaptic cells in a correlated

fashion, and their synapses onto the common group of(301). A different sweat gland factor, which is related to
ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), has also been identi- postsynaptic cells are strengthened and stabilized. In con-

trast, projections carrying inputs from distant retinal cellsfied (300). It is likely that a number of factors with over-
lapping but nonidentical presynaptic actions are pro- or from a different eye are likely to be active asynchro-

nously, and their connections will be weakened and elimi-duced by the target cell, and a combination of them is
required for the complete spectrum of presynaptic modu- nated. Cellular mechanisms underlying this Hebbian mod-

ulation of synaptic strength have been suggested by thelation. In addition to CDF/LIF and CNTF-related factors,
other previously known cytokines and growth factors findings of activity-dependent long-term potentiation

(LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) in the hippocam-are known to regulate neuronal gene expression. For
example, activin A induces somatostatin gene expression pus and cortex (see sect. IIIB). There is strong evidence

that these forms of long-term synaptic modulation mayin cultured ciliary ganglion neurons (76), similar to the
somatostatin-inducing activity originally identified in the involve retrograde signaling from the activated postsynap-

tic cell to the presynaptic nerve terminal, resulting in per-conditioned medium of the target cell (the choroid layer
of the chick eye) of these neurons (75), and activin A sistent changes in the efficacy of evoked transmitter secre-

tion. It is possible that such retrograde modulation maymRNA was indeed found in cultured choroid cells (76).
Thus many factors have been identified as potential ret- eventually lead to stabilization or elimination of the pre-
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synaptic nerve terminal. Although LTP and LTD have been Betz and colleagues (27, 305) monitored activity-de-
pendent changes in synaptic efficacy at dually innervatedfound in the visual cortex (45, 195–197, 318, 351, 364;

for review, see Ref. 18), a clear link between functional rat lumbricle muscles. They found that a single condition-
ing stimulation applied to one nerve reduces the synapticmodulation and structural rearrangement of synaptic con-

nections remains to be established. response to test stimulation of the other nerve. The ob-
served inhibition was maximal when the interval betweenActivity-dependent modulation of synaptic connectiv-

ity has been extensively studied at developing neuromuscu- the conditioning stimulus and test stimulus was short
(õ50 ms). Such heterosynaptic inhibitory interactions arelar junctions (for reviews, see Refs. 69, 349). Neonatal skel-

etal muscles in mammals are innervated by axons from a potential mechanism for activity-dependent competition
between coinnervating inputs and may initiate the processseveral motoneurons, and the number of motor inputs to

each muscle fiber is gradually reduced to one within the of synapse elimination. In Xenopus nerve-muscle cultures,
Lo and Poo (224) observed that a more long-lasting het-first few postnatal weeks (20, 47, 303). The level of electri-

cal activity (21, 273, 330, 342, 343) can influence the extent erosynaptic depression (ú1 h) can be induced by a train
of action potentials in one of two inputs to an innervatedand rate of synapse elimination at the neuromuscular junc-

tion. The majority of evidence indicates that activity myocyte. This heterosynaptic depression was due to a
reduced evoked transmitter release and could be pre-strengthens the stability of the active nerve terminal at the

expense of neighboring less active ones (see Refs. 28, 349). vented if both inputs coinnervating the myocyte were syn-
chronously stimulated with the same train of stimuli. Fur-In neonatal sternomastoid muscle of mice, there is a pro-

gressive loss of ACh receptors at synaptic sites preceding ther studies indicated that repetitive elevation of Ca2/ in
the postsynaptic myocyte is both necessary and sufficientthe retraction of the presynaptic nerve terminals at multiply

innervated neuromuscular junctions (9). This process was for the induction of such synaptic depression (55, 85, 225).
Moreover, the induction of this heterosynaptic depressionalso found to be activity dependent in a competitive man-

ner. Local application of the irreversible ACh receptor an- satisfies the Hebbian rule: synaptic efficacy was stable or
strengthened if pre- and postsynaptic activities are coinci-tagonist v-bungarotoxin to a portion of the neuromuscular

junction led to selective loss of the ACh receptors and dent and weakened if they are noncoincident. Postsynap-
tic activity induced by either heterosynaptic input or di-withdrawal of the overlying nerve branches in that area,

whereas blockade of the whole junction had no effect on rect activation of postsynaptic ACh receptors (by ACh
iontophoresis) resulted in synaptic depression if the pre-selective elimination (10). Recent work has demonstrated

that in newborn and adult mouse muscles, synapse elimina- synaptic neuron was inactive or active in a nonsynchron-
ous manner. These studies have delineated the followingtion is associated with both a decrease in quantal content

and a reduction in mini amplitude, which appears to be sequence of events: activation of postsynaptic ACh recep-
tors leads to Ca2/ influx into the myocyte, which triggersdue to a reduction in postsynaptic ACh receptor density

(70). It remains unclear, however, whether local changes a cascade of events in the postsynaptic cytoplasm, eventu-
ally resulting in a retrograde signal to suppress the presyn-in postsynaptic receptor density or changes in presynaptic

release are the initial trigger for the cascade of events lead- aptic release mechanism. The nature of the retrograde
signal and the mechanism by which coincident presynap-ing to synaptic elimination. How could postsynaptic recep-

tor loss lead to the eventual withdrawal of nerve terminals? tic activity protects the nerve terminal from the retrograde
effect remain unknown. There is evidence that nitric oxideOne possibility is that the loss of receptors results in a

reduction of nerve-muscle adhesion. The ACh receptors (NO) may mediate the synaptic depression induced by
prolonged postsynaptic depolarizations of the muscle cellcould be linked through ECM molecules to presynaptic

membrane components, thus serving for the adhesive inter- in Xenopus nerve-muscle cultures (355). However, NO
does not seem to be responsible for the heterosynapticaction themselves. Alternatively, nerve withdrawal could

be induced by retrograde actions of diffusible factors. The depression in this system (Y. Lo and M-m. Poo, unpub-
lished observation; see also Ref. 55). An important unre-production or release of these factors may depend on the

electrical activity mediated by ACh receptors, and their solved question is whether activity-induced persistent syn-
aptic depression eventually contributes to the physicalrange of action may be spatially restricted. In either case,

retrograde signaling is clearly involved. Based on the find- withdrawal of the inactive nerve terminal.
A trophic hypothesis has been proposed to accounting that perimembrane electric fields may move and induce

aggregation of ACh receptors (278, 288), electrokinetic re- for activity-dependent synapse rearrangement in devel-
oping nervous systems (296). Survival of a nerve terminaldistribution of postsynaptic receptors in the plane of

plasma membrane by synaptic currents has been proposed may depend on the reception of a certain amount of ‘‘tro-
phic factor’’ produced by the target cell. The release ofas a potential mechanism for strengthening active synapses

and weakening inactive ones (290). This appears to be an the factor depends on postsynaptic depolarization,
whereas the uptake of the factor depends on the presynap-attractive mechanism to account for the depletion of ACh

receptors at inactive nerve terminals described above. tic activity. Thus stronger or more active inputs may pos-
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sess an advantageous condition for capturing the neces- axonal patterning (67). In the latter study, the effect on
axonal branching was observed within 2 h after injectionsary factor, whereas the inactive or weaker inputs fail to

acquire the factor. To account for temporal specificity in of BDNF; thus this is likely to be a local modulatory action
of the neurotrophin. There is also evidence for a moresynaptic competition, the presence or effectiveness of the

trophic factor must be temporally restricted to a duration global action of neurotrophins on the visual system. In
monocularly deprived ferrets, Riddle et al. (304) founddefined by that of postsynaptic excitation. For example,

postsynaptic activity could trigger the secretion of the that neurotrophin could prevent the atrophy of the cell
bodies of the lateral geniculate neurons that receive in-trophic factor locally at the synapse, and the effectiveness

of the secreted factor could be temporally limited by a puts from the deprived eye, suggesting a more global ac-
tion of neurotrophins on neuronal survival. In the lattersteep concentration dependence in its action. To account

for the competitive nature of synapse elimination, addi- study, neurotrophins were applied at the nerve terminals
of LGN cells in the cortex; thus long-range retrogradetional mechanisms need to be postulated by which active

terminals destabilize the less active ones, either by direct transport of the neurotrophin may be required for the
effect on the cell body.interaction or via other ‘‘negative’’ retrograde signals from

the postsynaptic cell to the adjacent nerve terminals. The The action of neurotrophins can be linked to electri-
cal activity in a number of ways. The expression and se-results on heterosynaptic depression described above are

consistent with this negative influence on the functional cretion of neurotrophins from the source neuron, and the
binding, signal transduction, or uptake of neurotrophin inintegrity of the inactive synapses. Depletion of ACh recep-

tors (9, 10), local secretion of protease (116), or remodel- the responsive neuron could all depend on activity. There
is ample evidence for activity-dependent regulation ofing of basal lamina at the synapse (6) may serve to trigger

the withdrawal of the inactive nerve terminal, whereas neurotrophin expression in various parts of the nervous
system (reviewed in Ref. 218). For example, depolariza-the active nerve terminals are somehow protected from

this negative effect. Protease inhibitors can indeed reduce tion of cultured hippocampal neurons by high potassium,
by activation of non-N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) gluta-activity-induced loss of nerve terminals at multineuronally

innervated developing rat soleus muscle fibers (71, 274) mate receptors, or activation of muscarinic ACh receptors
resulted in upregulation of BDNF and NGF mRNA; down-and cultured myotubes (222).

An attractive candidate for the hypothesized trophic regulation is induced by g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)A

receptor activation (23, 218). Epileptiform activity mark-factor involved in synapse rearrangement is neurotrophin.
There are two forms of potential actions of neurotrophins edly increased NGF and BDNF mRNA levels in the hippo-

campus (113, 177). Induction of LTP in the hippocampuson synaptic connections. In a long-term ‘‘global’’ action,
the neurotrophin can promote the health and survival of selectively increased the mRNA levels of BDNF and NT-

3, both in vitro (281) and in vivo (58). Neuromuscularthe pre- or postsynaptic neuron, thus indirectly affecting
the stabilization and maintenance of selective connec- activity also modulates muscle-derived NT-4 mRNA level

and immunoreactivity (127). Activity-induced Ca2/ influxtions. In a local acute action, neurotrophins could modu-
late the functional efficacy, terminal arborization, and appears to play a key role in regulating gene expression.

In cell cultures and in vivo, induction of increased BDNFstructural integrity of synaptic connections, without af-
fecting neuronal survival. The two types of actions are not mRNA expression in hippocampal and cortical neurons

required Ca2/ influx through voltage-dependent L-typenecessarily linked. Growth factors are known to regulate
various neuronal functions of some cell types without Ca2/ channels (23, 218, 356). Activation of these Ca2/

channels resulted in an increase in BDNF expression andaffecting their survival (280). Cabelli et al. (50) have found
that infusion of NT-4/5 or BDNF, but not NGF or NT-3, survival of cultured cortical neurons, and the survival ef-

fect was prevented by neutralizing BDNF antibodiesinto cat primary visual cortex locally inhibited formation
of ocular dominance columns. Excessive amounts of the (134). In contrast to the expression of neurotrophins, the

evidence for activity-dependent secretion of neurotroph-trophic factors at the synapse could have prevented the
normal rearrangement process by substituting for endoge- ins is rather slim. In cell cultures, Blochl and Thoenen

(35) have shown that NGF secretion from rat hippocampalnous retrograde factors. Local modulatory effects of neu-
rotrophins on neuronal morphology have been directly neurons was triggered by high K/, carbachol, glutamate,

or veratridin, suggesting activity-dependent regulation.observed. Application of NT-4/5 and BDNF to the organo-
typic slice cultures of developing ferret visual cortex in- Extracellular Ca2/ was not required, but Ca2/ elevation

due to release from internal stores was necessary. Undercreases dendritic length, branching pattern, and spine out-
growth in a laminar-specific manner (248). Local injection physiological conditions, electrical activity may induce

Ca2/ influx as well as Ca2/ release from internal stores,of BDNF into optic tectum of Xenopus tadpole resulted
in increased axonal branching, whereas injection of neu- leading to regulated secretion of neurotrophins. At pres-

ent, we are unaware of any evidence that suggests thattralizing antibodies to BDNF produced the opposite effect,
suggesting that endogenous BDNF may act to modulate the binding of neurotrophin to their receptors can be in-
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fluenced by electrical activity. However, signal transduc- influx of Ca2/ under conditions of sufficient postsynaptic
depolarization, which removes Mg2/ block of the NMDAtion cascades triggered by neurotrophin binding are likely

to be affected by electrical activity. Membrane depolariza- channel. Postsynaptic elevation of Ca2/ is necessary to
trigger the induction of LTP, a process that involves ation and Ca2/ influx have been shown to stimulate MEK

and mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases (309), major variety of kinases, including Ca2//calmodulin-dependent
kinase II (CaM kinase II), protein kinase C, and one oreffectors of neurotrophin signaling. As discussed above,

for the trophic theory to account for Hebbian modulation more tyrosine kinases (for review, see Refs. 150, 220, 339).
Evidence for the involvement of retrograde signaling wasof synaptic connections, spatial and temporal specificity

of the neurotrophin secretion or action must be satisfied. obtained mostly for synaptic modulation observed in the
CA1 area of the hippocampus, which is the main focus ofIt is thus important to know more precisely the site and

kinetics of activity-dependent release of neurotrophins. If this section.
Activity-induced LTD has been described throughoutactivity indeed modulates neurotrophin signal transduc-

tion, we need to determine the precise kinetics of such the central and peripheral nervous systems (for review,
see Ref. 217). Homosynaptic LTD in area CA1 of the hippo-modulation. Activity-dependent neurotrophin release

from postsynaptic cells (35), followed by the acute action campus, a form of LTD that is closely related to LTP in the
CA1 area described above, has been recently examined inof neurotrophins on the efficacy of presynaptic transmit-

ter release (184, 227), could account for some form of detail (38, 104, 260, 334, 335). This form of LTD is induced
by prolonged low-frequency afferent stimulation and ap-activity-dependent synaptic strengthening. Such modula-

tion of synaptic efficacy may represent a prelude to more pears to represent a reversal of the processes involved in
LTP (see Refs. 237, 334). In the CA1 area of the hippocam-long-term structural stabilization of synaptic connections.
pus, induction of LTD, like LTP, depends on activation of
NMDA receptors and subsequent increases in intracellular

B. Synaptic Modification at Mature Synapses Ca2/. How does NMDA receptor-mediated Ca2/ influx ac-
count for the bidirectional control of synaptic efficacy
resulting in LTP or LTD? It has been proposed that differ-In many parts of the nervous system, repetitive synap-

tic activity induces a persistent increase or decrease of ent properties of the Ca2/ signal (e.g., magnitude, tempo-
ral pattern) can lead to differential activation of phospha-synaptic efficacy, known as LTP or LTD, respectively. Al-

though these long-term changes have been described for tases and kinases, thereby controlling the phosphoryla-
tion state of target proteins involved in LTP or LTD (219,glutamatergic, GABAergic, and cholinergic synaptic trans-

mission in a variety of central and peripheral synapses 220, 237, 302). Although enhanced CaM kinase II activity
is required for LTP induction (240, 247, 326), a reduction(203, 217), the hippocampus has been the most popular

model system for elucidating the underlying mechanisms. of CaM kinase II activity by dephosphorylation may under-
lie LTD (220). Experimental evidence indeed has demon-Hippocampal LTP and LTD at glutamatergic synapses are

of particular interest, since their induction by activity ex- strated that induction of LTD involves a protein phospha-
tase cascade, including calcineurin and protein phospha-hibited temporal specificity analogous to that of associa-

tive learning, and clinical evidence indicates a critical role tase I, which eventually leads to dephosphorylation of
CaM kinase II (258, 259). The balance of kinase and phos-of the hippocampus in the formation of long-term memory

(329). Various aspects of hippocampal LTP and LTD have phatase activity in the postsynaptic cell thus appears to
be critical in the induction of synaptic modulation.been extensively reviewed (14, 32, 68, 109, 205, 217, 269).

We focus here on the involvement of retrograde signaling, Although there is general agreement for a postsynap-
tic locus of induction of LTP and LTD in the CA1 area ofas well as the production and mechanism of action of

various retrograde signals. the hippocampus, whether the long-term cellular changes
underlying synaptic modification reside in the pre- or post-The phenomenon of LTP was first fully characterized

by Bliss and Lomo (34). High-frequency trains of activa- synaptic cell has been a controversial issue (32). Substan-
tial evidence has been accumulated for an increased post-tion of perforant path fibers to the dentate area of the

hippocampus in rabbits produced a selective increase of synaptic transmitter sensitivity after LTP induction (205,
269; see also Ref. 276). On the other hand, there is alsosynaptic efficacy that could last for up to 10 h. Long-term

potentiation was later described at synapses in CA3 and convincing evidence for presynaptic changes in the effi-
cacy of transmitter release (32). Measurements of gluta-CA1 areas of the hippocampus (3, 323). At Schaffer collat-

eral-commissural pathway synapses on CA1 pyramidal mate release in vivo (33, 102) and in vitro (115, 232, 234)
have shown an increase in evoked transmitter secretionneurons, brief tetanic bursts of stimulation or pairing of

postsynaptic depolarization with low-frequency presynap- after LTP induction. Quantal analysis of the fluctuation of
synaptic currents and the failure rate before and aftertic activation result in robust expression of LTP (see Ref.

32). The NMDA receptor is of critical importance for the induction of LTP in the CA1 region of hippocampal slice
preparations as well as in hippocampal culture indicateinduction of LTP at these CA1 synapses, since it allows
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that the potentiation involves at least in part a presynaptic (105, 322). The retrograde signal itself or effector mole-
cules in the second messenger pathway activated by theincrease in the probability of transmitter release (19, 39,

241, 334). Persistent increases in the frequency of minia- retrograde factor can affect transmitter release properties
by their action on a large number of potential targets.ture excitatory postsynaptic currents can be induced by

local glutamate application in cultured hippocampal neu- These include presynaptic voltage-dependent ion chan-
nels, synaptic vesicle proteins, plasma membrane vesiclerons (239), and this LTP-like presynaptic modulation is

accompanied by an increase in synaptic vesicle recycling, docking proteins, as well as cytosolic factors involved in
regulating fusion of synaptic vesicles (51).as measured by the rate of labeling of the presynaptic

terminal with an antibody to the intraluminal domain of
a synaptic vesicle protein synaptotagmin I (238). Recent

IV. MECHANISMS OF RETROGRADEstudies have demonstrated that LTD in neonatal hippo-
SIGNALINGcampal CA1 neurons is also maintained via long-lasting

decreases in the probability of presynaptic transmitter
There are three forms of retrograde signaling at therelease (38, 140, 334, 361).

synapse: 1) signaling by membrane permeant molecules,The above findings led to the conclusion that induc-
2) signaling by secreted factors, and 3) signaling by mem-tion of LTP and LTD at CA1 hippocampal neurons is
brane-bound factors (see Fig. 1 and sect. IV, A–C).triggered by processes in the postsynaptic cell, whereas

the expression involves persistent changes in the efficacy
of presynaptic transmitter release. This requires a retro- A. Signaling by Membrane-Permeant Factors
grade signal from the post- to presynaptic cell. The retro-
grade factor could be a membrane-permeant diffusible Among various membrane-permeable factors, AA
messenger that is released by the postsynaptic cell, dif- was an early candidate for the retrograde signal in hippo-
fuses across the synaptic cleft, and acts on the presynap-
tic terminal. As discussed in section IV, evidence has
been obtained in support of a number of membrane-
permeable molecules and gases as potential retrograde
factors in LTP and LTD. These include arachidonic acid,
platelet-activating factor, NO, and carbon monoxide
(CO) (for reviews, see Refs. 139, 153, 375). In analogy to
anterograde signaling, activity-dependent exocytic secre-
tion of soluble factors from postsynaptic cells could in
principle provide retrograde signals to the nerve termi-
nal. In addition, through direct physical linkage between
pre- and postsynaptic membranes, molecular activities
initiated in the postsynaptic cytoplasm could be con-
veyed through the postsynaptic density and synaptic
cleft to the presynaptic secretion machinery. However,
at present, there is very little evidence that the latter two
mechanisms of retrograde signaling are involved in long-
term synaptic modulation.

The transduction cascades induced by retrograde sig-
nals in the presynaptic cell and the identity of the molecu- FIG. 1. Three forms of retrograde signaling at synapse. Activation of

postsynaptic transmitter receptors results in an influx of Ca2/ (throughlar targets of retrograde modulation in LTP and LTD re-
transmitter receptor channels or voltage-dependent Ca2/ channels) ormain largely unknown. Diffusible factors NO, CO, and
a release of Ca2/ from internal stores. Elevation of Ca2/ triggers a cas-

arachidonic acid (AA) have all been shown to activate cade of events (broken arrowed lines) that eventually leads to 3 forms
of retrograde signaling to presynaptic neuron: production of membrane-soluble guanylyl cyclase and increase guanosine 3*,5*-cy-
permeant diffusible factors (e.g., nitric oxide and arachidonic acid) thatclic monophosphate (cGMP) levels in neural tissues (for
diffuse from post- to presynaptic neuron (A), exocytic secretion of solu-

review, see Ref. 153). Inhibitors of guanylyl cyclase or ble factors (e.g., neurotrophins) that diffuse across synaptic cleft to
activate presynaptic membrane receptors, which may in turn be internal-cGMP-dependent kinase blocked LTP, whereas bath appli-
ized and transported to nucleus and other parts of neuron (B), andcation of 8-bromo-cGMP or injection of cGMP into the
modulation of postsynaptic membrane proteins, which are physically

presynaptic neuron produced activity-dependent long- linked to presynaptic membrane receptors either directly or indirectly
(via extracellular matrix molecules), resulting in activation of presynap-lasting potentiation at hippocampal CA1 synapses (371)
tic receptors (C). All 3 forms of presynaptic actions may lead to modula-and in hippocampal cultures (7). Recently, it has been
tion of transmitter secretion machinery or production of downstream

proposed that ADP-ribosyltransferase is another potential cytosolic factors (X) for long-range retrograde propagation to nucleus
and other parts of neuron.presynaptic target for the retrograde modulation in LTP
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campal LTP. Postsynaptic Ca2/ entry through the NMDA analogs resulted in increased spontaneous transmitter re-
lease, and this effect was mimicked by postsynaptic load-channel liberates AA from membrane phospholipids via

activation of phospholipase A2 (PLA2) and phospholipase ing of AA and blocked by an inhibitor of the lipoxygenase
pathway (151). Indeed, although exogenous applicationC (106). Prevention of AA synthesis by inhibitors of PLA2

blocked LTP in the dentate gyrus and CA1 region of the of AA had little effect on synaptic activity, exogenous
application of the lipoxygenase metabolite 5-HPETEhippocampus (275, 358). Induction of LTP by tetanic stim-

ulation or activation of NMDA receptors stimulated re- caused a similar potentiating effect on presynaptic release
as postsynaptic loading of GTP analogs, indicating that 5-lease of AA in the dentate gyrus (235). Exogenous applica-

tion of AA in the dentate gyrus (359) and AA application HPETE may serve as the retrograde signal at these syn-
apses.coupled with a weak tetanic stimulus in the CA1 region

of the hippocampus (275) produced a slow-developing Two other candidates for membrane-permeant diffus-
ible retrograde messengers are the gases NO and CO (forlong-lasting potentiation. Expression of LTD at CA1 syn-

apses of neonatal rat hippocampal slices appears to in- review, see Refs. 92, 130, 153, 375). Nitric oxide is synthe-
sized from the amino acid L-arginine by the enzyme NOvolve AA as a retrograde signal (38), since application

of AA either alone at high concentrations or at lower synthase and released in a Ca2/-dependent manner upon
activation of NMDA receptors (108, 131). Carbon monox-concentrations with coapplication of the metabotropic

glutamate receptor agonist ACPD induced LTD, whereas ide is produced during the conversion of heme to biliver-
din by the enzyme heme oxygenase. Carbon monoxidea PLA2 inhibitor blocked induction of LTD. The role of

AA as a retrograde signal has been questioned because of has been recently studied as a retrograde signal in LTP
because it has cellular effects similar to NO in other sys-the high concentrations (50–200 mM) of exogenous AA

required to produce synaptic modulation and the slow tems (see Ref. 92), and the enzyme heme oxygenase is
localized in hippocampal pyramidal cells. Several charac-time course of its effect (190, 275, 359; for review, see

Ref. 153). For LTP in the CA1 region, AA is unlikely to be teristics of NO and CO make them attractive candidates
as intercellular messengers. They are extremely diffusiblethe retrograde factor involved, since the synaptic en-

hancement by AA could be blocked by 2-amino-5-phos- in both aqueous and lipid environments, allowing rapid
trans-synaptic spread of the signal. The range of NO andphonovalerate (APV), a competitive NMDA antagonist, in-

dicating that AA acts upstream of NMDA receptor activa- CO action is limited by their concentration and by their
short lifetime, with a half-life of only a few seconds (253).tion (190).

Activation of PLA2 also produces other products that Application of competitive NO synthase inhibitors or
extracellular application of hemoglobin, an agent whichare membrane-permeant molecules. Platelet-activating

factor (1-O-alkyl-2-acetyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; binds NO and does not penetrate cells, inhibits the induc-
tion of LTP but does not reverse established LTP (37, 148,PAF) is one of them. Activation of PLA2 by Ca2/ releases

AA from the precursor alkyl choline phosphoglyceride, 275, 320). Nitric oxide is synthesized in the postsynaptic
cell, as shown by the blockade of LTD after postsynapticcreating the intermediate lyso-PAF, which is acetylated

to produce PAF. A number of studies have shown that injection of competitive NO synthase inhibitors (37, 275).
Application of sodium nitroprusside and hydroxylamine,application of PAF enhanced excitatory synaptic trans-

mission in hippocampal slices (65, 189, 357) and that PAF agents that spontaneously release NO, produce LTP in the
hippocampal CA1 region (37, 40). Exogenously appliedantagonists blocked LTP induction (95). The lipoxygenase

metabolites of AA cascades, 12-hydroperoxyeicosatetrae- NO enhances transmitter release in an activity-dependent,
NMDA receptor-independent fashion (372) and increasesnoic (12-HPETE), 12- and 5-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic

acids (12-HETE and 5-HETE) were reported to play a role the frequency of spontaneous miniature excitatory post-
synaptic currents in cultured hippocampal neurons (275).in presynaptic modulation of sensory neurons in Aplysia

(286), and are potential candidates for retrograde signal- There is also evidence that NO is necessary for LTD induc-
tion in the cerebellum (79, 325) and hippocampus (178,ing in LTP or LTD. The inhibitor nordihydroguaiaretic acid

(NDGA) used to inhibit PLA2 activity also inhibits the 371), where NO-releasing compounds induce LTD and he-
moglobin or NO synthase inhibitors attenuate LTD. Atactivity of lipoxygenase, the enzyme that converts AA to

12- and 5-HETE and 12-HPETE. Induction of LTP in the developing neuromuscular synapses in culture, depres-
sion of presynaptic ACh secretion induced by prolongeddentate gyrus of the hippocampus resulted in an increase

of AA in the perfusate (235), as well as a similar persistent repetitive postsynaptic depolarizations also appears to be
mediated by NO (355).increase in the perfusate concentration of 12-HPETE and

12-HETE (233). Arachidonic acid, 12-HETE, and 12- Long-lasting increases in the amplitude of evoked
synaptic potentials are observed when CO is paired withHPETE significantly increased K/-stimulated release of

3H in synaptosomes prepared from hippocampal tissue weak tetanic stimulation, even in the presence of the
NMDA receptor antagonist APV (372). The heme oxy-(236). In nerve-muscle cocultures of developing Xenopus

spinal cord, postsynaptic loading of nonhydrolyzable GTP genase inhibitor zinc protoporphyrin IX (ZnPP-9) blocks
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the induction of LTP in a dose-dependent manner (333, trigger the exocytic secretion of retrograde factors pack-
aged in secretory vesicles.372). In addition, unlike NO, CO paired with low-fre-

quency stimulation (0.25 Hz) produced long-lasting poten- Among various secreted factors, neurotrophic factors
are known to be involved in maintaining neuronal survivaltiation of the excitatory postsynapitc potential (372).

However, the heme oxygenase inhibitor ZnPP-9 is found and in regulating presynaptic neuronal phenotype. Recent
findings of the acute effects of these factors on synapticto be a nonselective compound that can inhibit NO syn-

thase (252), and mutant mice expressing deficiency in efficacy have raised the intriguing possibility that activity-
dependent secretion of these factors may play a part inheme oxygenase show no difference from wild-type mice

in basal synaptic transmission or in the amount of synap- modulating transmitter secretion (see reviews, see Refs.
24, 223, 341). Application of neurotrophins BDNF or NT-tic potentiation produced by a variety of LTP induction

protocols (293). 3 to Xenopus nerve-muscle cultures induced a potentia-
tion of both spontaneous and nerve-evoked transmitterIt is unclear how a single retrograde messenger, such

as AA or NO, can produce both LTP and LTD. It is likely releases at developing neuromuscular synapses (227).
These two factors also induce a long-lasting potentiationthat other pre- and postsynaptic factors (e.g., different

intracellular Ca2/ levels or activities of different subsets of Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses when applied to the
hippocampal slices (184). In the latter study, it was foundof second messenger cascades) play an essential role in

integrating information leading to synaptic enhancement that neurotrophin-induced potentiation did not occlude
further induction of LTP by tetanic stimulation, whereasand depression (220). The findings that exogenously ap-

plied NO and CO require the presence of presynaptic ac- previous tetanus-induced LTP only slightly occluded po-
tentiation by neurotrophins. Thus neurotrophin does nottivity for their long-lasting effects on synaptic transmis-

sion (153, 214) suggest that some aspect of presynaptic participate directly in the induction of conventional LTP.
However, in BDNF knock-out mice, both heterozygousactivity may prime the presynaptic terminal for modula-

tion by these gases. When the very short half-life of the and homozygous animals showed marked impairment of
tetanus-induced LTP, although the basal synaptic trans-membrane-permeant factors is considered, local and effi-

cient transduction processes must be activated by these mission was not different from the wild-type mouse (200).
Moreover, replacement of the BDNF gene via adenovirus-retrograde signals in the presynaptic cell, which in turn

produces long-term changes in transmitter release. mediated gene transfer into CA1 neurons of hippocampal
slices of the BDNF knock-out mice restores LTP (see Ref.
341). A useful clue to the possible role of BDNF in long-

B. Signaling by Secreted Factors term synaptic plasticity is provided by the recent work of
Figurov et al. (117). These authors found that application
of exogenous BDNF to neonatal hippocampal slices hadVesicular exocytosis is a common form of antero-

grade signaling at the synapse. Small classical transmitters no effect on basal synaptic transmission in Schaffer collat-
eral-CA1 synapses at low-frequency stimulation. However,and neuropeptides are packaged into secretory vesicles

and exocytosed upon Ca2/ entry in response to membrane it potentiates the synaptic response to tetanic stimulation
and allows induction of LTP by tetanus at a developmentaldepolarization. Can postsynaptic cells use a similar mech-

anism for secreting retrograde factors? The existence of stage when tetanus normally fails to induce LTP. Interest-
ingly, at adult hippocampal synapses, reduction of endog-dendrodendritic synapses (283) and the detection of den-

dritic release of dopamine (133) clearly indicate the capa- enous BDNF with specific scavenger TrkB-immunoglobu-
lin G fusion protein significantly inhibited tetanus-inducedbility of postsynaptic site for regulated exocytosis. Recent

evidence indicates that Ca2/-regulated exocytosis is pres- LTP, suggesting the presence of secreted BDNF is re-
quired for the induction or maintenance of LTP even afterent ubiquitously in eukaryotic cells. When exogenous ACh

was loaded into the cytoplasm of a myocyte, ACh became the synapse matures. In the latter study, prolonged (2.5
h) incubation of neonatal hippocampal slices with exoge-trapped into sealed membrane compartments, and sponta-

neous release of packets of ACh was subsequently ob- nous BDNF is required to observe the effect on the induc-
tion of LTP. Thus, although BDNF is unlikely to be in-served (84). This quantal release was elevated in response

to membrane depolarization or other means of elevating volved in the mechanism of LTP induction, its constitutive
presence may be required to endow the secretory machin-cytosolic Ca2/. Similar Ca2/-regulated exocytosis was also

observed in fibroblasts (137, 257) and sea urchin eggs (29, ery with sustainable efficacy, which is critical for the in-
duction of LTP by tetanic stimuli.331). At excitatory synapses, synaptic activity is associ-

ated with a substantial elevation of postsynaptic Ca2/, How is the secretion of neurotrophic factors regu-
lated? Blochl and Thoenen (35, 36) have found both aas a result of Ca2/ influx through transmitter-activated

channels (94) and voltage-dependent Ca2/ channels, or constitutive and a regulated pathway of NGF secretion
from rat hippocampal neurons. The release of NGF wasdue to Ca2/ release from internal stores (180, 186, 285).

It is thus reasonable to expect that synaptic activity would triggered by high K/, carbachol, glutamate, or veratridin,
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suggesting activity-dependent regulation. Surprisingly, 289), but the existence of depolarization-evoked transmit-
ter release from nonconventional sites is firmly estab-regulated NGF release depended on extracellular Na/

but was independent of extracellular Ca2/. Nevertheless, lished.
elevation of intracellular Ca2/ appears to be the trigger
for secretion, since buffering cytosolic Ca2/ at a low

C. Signaling by Membrane-Bound Factorslevel with Ca2/ chelator or depleting Ca2/ stores with
thapsigargin or dantrolene inhibited the release. More-
over, tetanus toxin, a neurotoxin that specifically A structural characteristic of central synapses is the

tight association between pre- and postsynaptic mem-cleaves the vesicular protein synaptobrevin, blocks ac-
tivity-dependent secretion of NGF (see Ref. 35), indicat- branes. In electron micrographs, the synaptic cleft of cen-

tral synapses is 10–20 nm wide and is filled with electron-ing that release of NGF involves mechanisms similar
to that of regulated vesicular exocytosis. Thus, under dense filamentous material (173, 283). Strong molecular

bonding between the two membranes prevents their sepa-physiological conditions, depolarization-triggered Ca2/

influx and Ca2/ release from internal stores are both ration during tissue homogenization and preparation of
synaptosomes. Isolated synaptosomes are frequentlylikely to contribute to trigger the exocytosis of NGF-

containing vesicles. Interestingly, secreted NGF from found to be associated with a piece of postsynaptic den-
sity (PSD). This tight physical association prompted thethese cultured neurons was detected on the external

somatodendritic surface by immunostaining, suggesting suggestion that such a physical linkage between pre- and
postsynaptic elements form a ‘‘structural unit,’’ allowingthat neurotrophins may bind to ECM and act as a retro-

grade factor in the surface-bound form. Indeed, trapping coordinated pre- and postsynaptic modifications (221).
Chemical modifications of proteins in the PSD, such asof secreted factors by ECM at the synapse may provide

a mechanism for concentrating the factor and for deliv- those resulting from elevated kinase and phosphatase ac-
tivities associated with the induction of LTP or LTD, mayering the factor more persistently to the presynaptic

neuron. trigger conformation changes of the linkage molecules,
which in turn convey the retrograde signal to the presyn-Activity-dependent exocytosis of post-Golgi vesicles

at the postsynaptic site may offer an opportunity for incor- aptic nerve terminal. This mechanism offers higher spatial
and temporal specificity than that associated with signal-porating new receptors and channels into the postsynap-

tic membrane (87). The expression of LTP in CA1 regions ing by diffusible factors. During excitation-contraction in
skeletal muscle, depolarization of the t-tubule membraneof the hippocampus may involve the conversion of a silent

synapse into an active one by insertion of DL-a-amino-3- may trigger a conformational change in the ‘‘foot’’ struc-
ture linking dihydropyridine receptors in the t-tubulehydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-propionic acid (AMPA) gluta-

mate receptors (176, 216), which could result from a Ca2/- membrane with ryanodine receptors in the sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR) membranes, leading to the opening of Ca2/dependent exocytosis of post-Golgi vesicles containing

AMPA receptors. In addition, incorporation of other mem- release channels in the SR membrane. In an analogous
fashion, trans-synaptic membrane linkage may exertbrane proteins or ECM components from the postsynaptic

cell could serve for retrograde interactions with the pre- rapid modification of presynaptic Ca2/ channel activity,
leading to changes in the efficacy of transmitter releasesynaptic nerve terminal as a bound factor at the synaptic

cleft (see sect. IIIC). mechanism.
Induction of LTP/LTD may involve modification ofIn addition to protein factors, there is the possibility

that postsynaptic secretion of conventional transmitters the physical linkage at the synapse, which initiates signal-
ing cascades in the presynaptic nerve terminal, leading tomay also serve as retrograde signals. The variety of pre-

synaptic transmitter receptors is suited for reception of sustained changes in transmitter release. Modification of
the linkage can be achieved by introduction of new synap-transmitters released from both the presynaptic nerve ter-

minal and the postsynaptic cell. There is evidence for tic components (e.g., postsynaptic receptors or ECM mol-
ecules) or conformational changes of existing ones. Therethe existence of secretory vesicles and transmitters in

dendrites (270), at regions that show no presynaptic dif- is evidence that surface adhesion molecules at the syn-
apse can affect synaptic efficacy and plasticity. In Aplysia,ferentiation (e.g., active zone and vesicle clustering). We

now know that depolarization-evoked transmitter secre- cell- and site-specific changes in the levels of an NCAM-
like cell surface adhesion molecule (apCAM) at synapsestion can occur in undifferentiated growing neurites (48,

338), cell bodies of acutely dissociated adult hippocampal of sensory neurons influence the formation and elimina-
tion of presynaptic connections with the motor target,neurons (83), muscle cells (84), and fibroblasts (257) as

long as sufficient concentrations of the transmitter are which may be relevant to long-term synaptic modulation
(282, 369, 370). In CA1 neurons of hippocampal slices,present in the cytoplasm. Whether and how cytosolic

transmitters are packaged into secretory vesicles at these LTP was reduced by blocking neural cell adhesion mole-
cules L1 and NCAM with specific antibodies, recombinantnonconventional sites is yet to be fully resolved (see Ref.
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L1 fragments, or oligomannosidic carbohydrates and of gene expression and protein synthesis at the cell body
and changes in the global neuronal properties, in the effi-NCAM peptides that caused dissociation of the L1/NCAM

complexes (230). Mice deficient in neural adhesion mole- cacy and morphology of synaptic inputs received by the
neuron, as well as of synaptic outputs by other axonalcules (NCAM) show deficits in spatial learning when

tested in the Morris water maze (78). Experimental pertur- terminals.
At least three types of potential mechanisms can bebations of cell surface adhesion molecules could interfere

with the structural integrity of the synapse, leading to utilized for long-range presynaptic spread of retrograde
signals. The ATP-driven motor proteins associated withdeleterious effects on the induction or maintenance of

synaptic modification. At this time, there is no definitive microtubule (347) or actin (208) could transport the sig-
nals. The signal may be carried by regenerative waves ofevidence that trans-synaptic physical linkage plays an ac-

tive role in mediating activity-dependent long-term synap- cytosolic second messengers, e.g., Ca2/, InsP3, and cAMP
(25, 26, 157, 187, 256). Finally, the signal could spread bytic modulation.

Close apposition of pre- and postsynaptic membranes passive diffusion of second messengers and their down-
stream effector enzymes in the cytoplasm. The rate ofis also observed during the early phase of formation of

neuromuscular junctions, before the deposition of basal signal propagation varies widely among various forms of
molecular transport. Consideration of the characteristiclamina material (48). The synaptic cleft is widened at the

mature neuromuscular synapse. Filamentous attachments time of the spread of retrograde signaling will help to
determine potential cellular mechanisms involved. For ex-of the pre- and postsynaptic membranes to the intervening

basal lamina were observed (164). A number of synapse- ample, unlike that of active transport, the characteristic
time for diffusion increases with the square of distance.specific basal lamina proteins have been identified (312).

Of particular interest is S-laminin (314), which is known Over longer distances, the diffusional transport becomes
progressively more inefficient. For soluble components,to bind to nerve terminals and could serve for retrograde

signaling (171). As discussed in section IIIA, activity-de- e.g., small second messengers and globular proteins, diffu-
sion is as effective as active transport for distancespendent synapse elimination at neonatal skeletal muscle

fibers may involve a trans-synaptic adhesive interaction shorter than 100 mm. However, diffusion of molecules or
organelles with sizes larger than 10 nm is highly restrictedbetween the presynaptic nerve terminal and postsynaptic

muscle membrane, an interaction that depends on the in the neuronal cytoplasm (see sect. IVC), because of the
presence of cytoskeletal meshwork. Active propagationpresence of postsynaptic ACh receptors (9). In Xenopus

nerve-muscle cultures, persistent presynaptic depression of the signal in the form of cytoskeleton-based transport
or second messenger waves is required for cytoplasmicof evoked ACh secretion was induced by elevation of Ca2/

in the postsynaptic muscle cell (55), and rapid local perfu- spread of the signal.
sion of the synapse with fresh culture medium had no
effect on the induction of presynaptic depression (57).

A. Cytoskeleton-Based Axonal TransportThis is consistent with a direct physical interaction rather
than diffusible factors in mediating the retrograde signal-
ing, although it is possible that extremely localized trans- Signal transduction cascades are rapidly activated

after binding of neurotrophins and cytokines to their cellfer of diffusible factors across the synaptic cleft is unaf-
fected by extracellular clearance. surface receptors (144, 174, 175). Acute actions of these

factors on the morphology and physiological functions of
the presynaptic neuron (53, 72, 147, 184, 227; for review,

V. PRESYNAPTIC PROPAGATION see Ref. 24) are likely to result from the localized cellular
OF RETROGRADE SIGNALS activity triggered by receptor activation. However, long-

term effects of neurotrophins on cell survival and differen-
tiation must involve retrograde signaling to the cell bodyThe actions of retrograde factors vary widely in their

spatial and temporal characteristics. The factor may act and regulation of gene expression and protein synthesis
(for reviews, see Refs. 13, 159, 277). The presence of thislocally at the nerve terminal and modify presynaptic func-

tions in a transient or sustained manner. Cellular activities long-range signaling is also vividly shown by the reduction
in the efficacy of synaptic transmission onto dendrites ofat the cell body or other parts of the neuron may also be

affected after a spread of the signal in the presynaptic the axotomized neuron. In sympathetic ganglia, axotomy
of postganglionic fibers results in the withdrawal of synap-neuron. The signal could be the retrograde factor itself

or in the form of internalized factor-receptor complexes. tic contacts on ganglionic cells, and the contacts are re-
stored when postganglionic axons regenerate in the pe-Alternatively, downstream effector molecules activated

by localized retrograde factor may further spread in the riphery (245, 294, 297). Because similar synaptic loss is
found after colchicine treatment, which interrupts axonalpresynaptic neuron to propagate the signal. Long-range

effects induced by retrograde factors include regulation transport but leaves axons intact, the synaptic loss after
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axotomy appears to result from a lack of retrograde sig- cytosolic transducing activity of the neurotrophin-recep-
tor complexes to distant parts of the neuron, with thenals transported from the axon, rather than the axotomy-

induced injury (284, 295). The retrograde factor received help of active transport machinery. The advantage of this
mechanism of propagating retrograde signals is obvious,by the ganglionic neurons at the periphery appears to be

NGF, since exogenous application of NGF to sympathetic in view of the slow rate of diffusional spread of cytosolic
downstream effector molecules over long distances (seeganglion cells after axotomy prevented the synaptic loss

induced by axotomy, whereas treatment with antiserum sect. IVC). It is interesting to note that the transport mech-
anism for shipping neurotrophin-containing endocyticto NGF induced synaptic loss in the absence of axotomy

(297). vesicles is not polarized only in the retrograde direction;
anterograde microtubule-based transport of BDNF fromUsing 125I-labeled NGF, Hendry et al. (160) first

showed that binding and uptake of NGF at the presynaptic retinal ganglion cells to the optic tectum has recently been
reported (352). Upon arrival at axonal terminals, BDNFnerve terminal of sensory neurons are followed by retro-

grade axonal transport of NGF. More recently, receptor- is apparently further released and internalized by tectal
neurons in a functional form. Long-range retrograde trans-mediated retrograde axonal transport has been demon-

strated for a variety of neurotrophic factors, including port of neurotrophins and other ligand-receptor com-
plexes may thus also be viewed as merely an intermediateNGF, BDNF, NT-3 (100, 353), NT-4 (80), and LIF (346), in

both the peripheral and central nervous systems. Antibod- step in an extensive intercellular exchange and propaga-
tion of protein signals within the neuronal network.ies to the Trk family of neurotrophin receptors have re-

vealed that the receptors, in addition to the neurotrophins,
are retrogradely transported by neurons (100, 181; for re-

B. Second Messenger Wavesview, see Ref. 161). Because these neurotrophic factors
are internalized together with their receptors through re-
ceptor-mediated endocytosis and transported as receptor- Another potential mechanism for propagating retro-

grade signals over long distances is the use of regenerativeligand complexes in endocytic vesicles, it would be of
interest to know whether the factor or the receptor carries waves of second messengers in the cytoplasm. These

waves can be generated at the local sites of receptionthe propagated signal, or both. Heumann et al. (163) dem-
onstrated that NGF alone is not the intracellular retro- of retrograde factors and propagate over long distances

across the entire cell, with a speed in the range of 8–100grade signal, since intracellular injection of NGF did not
mimic the NGF receptor-mediated responses. Further- mm/s (256). The most dramatic example is the Ca2/ wave

during fertilization, which originates from the site ofmore, injection of antibodies to NGF into the cytoplasm
of PC12 cells had no effect on the cellular effects of NGF sperm entry and sweeps across the fertilized egg, resulting

in a wave of cortical reaction (136). Calcium waves can(162). These findings indicate that the active retrograde
signal is not the neurotrophin released to the cytoplasm, be generated in oocytes by internal release of Ca2/ by

activation of muscarinic receptors or by injection of InsP3but likely is the neurotrophin-receptor complexes con-
tained within vesicles. (46, 209). Calcium waves were also observed in neurons

(146, 180) and in large networks of cells coupled by gapIn addition to Trk receptors, neurotrophins bind with
low affinity to a transmembrane protein called p75NTR junctions, e.g., developing cortex (367), vascular endothe-

lial cells (179, 311), myocytes (340), hepatocytes (308),(60, 299). The p75NTR protein may exert its cellular ac-
tions independently of the Trk receptors (101, 298). It may and astrocytes (74, 88).

A messenger wave can be generated if mechanismsalso interact with the Trk receptor to affect the binding
affinity and specificity of neurotrophins, efficiency of neu- for a positive-feedback amplification of the messenger ex-

ist in the cell. Diffusional spread of the elevated messen-rotrophin signal transduction, or internalization and trans-
port of neurotrophins (59, 61). It has been shown recently ger and subsequent messenger-triggered production of it-

self in the adjacent region results in a propagated wave.that in the isthmo-optic nucleus (ION) of chick embryos,
transport of BDNF alone does not promote the survival For example, Ca2/ waves can be generated by Ca2/-in-

duced Ca2/ release from adjacent Ca2/ stores. Alterna-of ION neurons when axonal TrkB is inactivated by a Trk
inhibitor K252a (353). It is possible that all cellular effects, tively, generation of a Ca2/ wave may be coupled to the

action of InsP3; InsP3-induced Ca2/ release from internalincluding long-term survival and differentiation, require
only Trk receptor activation at the axonal surface and stores leads to cytosolic Ca2/ elevation, and elevated Ca2/

activates phospholipase C and production of InsP3, whichretrograde axonal transport of neurotrophin, and its re-
ceptors bear no functional significance. Alternatively, neu- then diffuses to adjacent regions to activate further re-

lease of Ca2/ (see Ref. 25). In the latter mechanism, anrotrophin-receptor complexes in the transported vesicle
need to remain active during and after its transport to the InsP3 wave is also generated together with the Ca2/ wave.

Repetitive concentric cAMP waves are generated in thecell body. In this manner, endocytic vesicles can be
viewed as parcels of activated plasmalemma that spread extracellular space by a population of Dictyostelium dis-
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coideum cells, serving as the chemotactic signal for cell Ca2/ is ideally suited for a localized signal. Fluorescence
imaging of Ca2/ elevation in postsynaptic dendritic spinesmigration and formation of the cell aggregate (97). There

is a Ca2/-sensitive form of adenylate cyclase in the ner- (110, 242, 365) indeed showed limited Ca2/ diffusion in
the cytoplasm after localized Ca2/ influx. In contrast tovous system (360), and Ca2/ release or influx could be

regulated by protein phosphorylation via cAMP-depen- Ca2/, the diffusion coefficients of other small cytosolic
messengers, e.g., InsP3 and cAMP, and cGMP are muchdent protein kinase. Whether appropriate rates of produc-

tion and diffusion of cAMP and Ca2/ exist in the nervous closer to that found for free diffusion of small molecules
in aqueous solution, and their diffusional spread becomessystem to generate cAMP-Ca2/-coupled waves remains to

be determined. substantial within their lifetimes. For cAMP diffusing in
Aplysia axons, the measured D is 780 mm2/s (8). With the
assumption of a lifetime of Ç1 min, cAMP signal can

C. Diffusional Spread of Cytosolic spread over a distance of 300 mm. The typical lifetime for
Transduction Cascades InsP3 in cells has been estimated to be Ç1 s (255, 354),

and the diffusion coefficient measured in oocyte extract
was 280 mm2/s. This would yield a spread of 24 mm withinAll retrograde signals presented by the postsynaptic

cell, either diffusible or membrane bound, are likely to its lifetime. In addition to cytoplasmic signals, activated
receptor proteins or bioactive lipids residing in the plasmatrigger a cascade of biochemical events in the presynaptic

neuron. Spread of second messengers or their down- membrane could also spread via lateral diffusion in the
plane of the membrane. However, the diffusion of mem-stream effector molecules within the presynaptic cyto-

plasm will result in a spread of the retrograde effect. In the brane components is at least two to three orders of magni-
tude slower than that of soluble molecules in the cyto-case of membrane-permeant diffusible retrograde factors,

additional effects of extracellular diffusion of the retro- plasm, in the range of 0.1–1 mm2/s for membrane lipids
and 0.01–0.1 mm2/s for membrane proteins, respectivelygrade factor itself will further extend the range of poten-

tial spread to nearby neurons unrelated to the active syn- (249). Their contribution to long-range signaling in neu-
rons is likely to be insignificant.apse. Given the rapid reduction in the concentration by

volume dilution and the limited lifetime of some of the The diffusion rates of soluble macromolecules of var-
ious sizes in the neuronal cytoplasm have been measuredknown diffusible factors (see sect. IVA), the spread due

to extracellular diffusion of retrograde factors themselves quantitatively by Popov and Poo (291). For molecules with
hydrodynamic radius õ10 nm, which encompass mostmay be less significant than that resulting from the cyto-

solic diffusion of its downstream effector molecules. Not effector molecules in signal transduction cascades, the
diffusion coefficient in neuronal cytoplasm is reduced byonly the retrograde signal is amplified by the transduction

cascade; the effective concentration of signaling mole- three- to fivefold, as compared with that in aqueous solu-
tion. In contrast, larger molecules experience increasinglycules will also persist over longer distances due to more

restricted dilution within the cytoplasm. disproportional higher viscous resistance. The diffusion
rate of larger molecules (but not of smaller molecules)The spread by a cytosolic signal is limited by the rate

of transport and the lifetime of the signal. The diffusion can be reduced significantly by treatments that disrupt
microfilaments, suggesting that the cytoplasmic mesh-rate of Ca2/ is greatly slowed by the presence of high

concentrations of relatively immobile buffering proteins, work (43, 44) imposes a clear size limit for unrestricted
diffusion of large particles within the cytoplasm. Whenand its lifetime as a signal is greatly reduced by effective

Ca2/ sequestration (see Ref. 344). Direct measurements the diffusion coefficient of a typical globular protein is
considered (e.g., serum albumin, D Å 70 mm2/s, see Ref.of diffusion coefficient (D) of Ca2/ in the cytosolic extract

from Xenopus oocytes have yielded a D value from 13 to 291), the average time for diffusional transport over a
distance of 100 mm is Ç70 s, comparable to that achieved65 mm2/s when the free Ca2/ concentration was raised

from 90 nM to 1 mM, which corresponds roughly to fully by fast axonal transport (0.5–3 mm/s; Refs. 347, 348). How-
ever, for a signal received at the nerve terminal to bebuffered and free Ca2/, respectively (4). These D values

are close to that for protein diffusion in neuronal cyto- relayed to the cell body located at distances a few millime-
ters away, the time required is likely to become longerplasm (291), consistent with diffusion limited by protein

buffers. Assuming a typical on-rate of Ca2/ binding to its than the lifetime of the activated molecule. For long-range
signaling, the effector molecules must be carried by somebuffer, 108 M01

rs01 (306), and a concentration of Ca2/

buffers of 300 mM, Allbriton et al. (4) estimated the life- active transport mechanism, or they must be generated
at distant sites after active transport of retrograde factor-time of free Ca2/ to be only 30 ms. For buffered Ca2/, the

lifetime is limited by the rate of sequestration into internal receptor complexes (see sect. VA).
Among various second messengers, Ca2/ appears tostores, which is Ç1 s (344). When the measured D values

for free and buffered Ca2/ are considered, the range of play a central role in mediating the presynaptic actions
of a number of retrograde factors. As described in sectionaction of Ca2/ signal is limited to 0.1 and 5 mm. Thus
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IIA, Ca2/ elevation in the presynaptic nerve terminal ap- sient application of inhibitors of mRNA and protein syn-
thesis selectively blocks induction of long-term memorypears to be a signal after nerve-muscle contact in Xenopus

and Helisoma cell cultures. Exogenous application of without affecting short-term memory (see Ref. 91). Stud-
ies of Aplysia memory in gill- and siphon-withdrawal re-BDNF and NT-3 induces a transient elevation of cytosolic

Ca2/ in cultured hippocampal neurons (22). Potentiation flexes have shown that long-term facilitation of sensory-
motor synapses requires new protein synthesis and cAMP-of Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses in hippocampal slices

by these neurotrophins was antagonized by nifedipine, a dependent gene expression through the activation of
cAMP-responsive element-binding protein (CREB)-1 andblocker of L-type voltage-dependent Ca2/ channels, and

by thapsigargin, an inhibitor of Ca2/ release from internal the relief from repression of CREB-2 (2, 15). Localized
application of serotonin, a neurotransmitter known to me-stores (185). At Xenopus neuromuscular synapses in cul-

ture, BDNF also induced a rise in cytosolic Ca2/ in parallel diate synaptic facilitation, to the sensory neuron cell body
and proximal synapses induced long-term facilitation inwith synaptic potentiation (336). These studies are all car-

ried out using uniform exogenous application of neuro- distal synapses that were not exposed to serotonin, again
suggesting the role of nuclear action in the induction oftrophins over the entire neuron. It would be of interest to

determine the spatial as well as temporal characteristics long-term facilitation (111). In rat hippocampus, the per-
sistence of a late phase (ú3 h) of LTP requires RNA andof Ca2/ elevation upon localized and physiological recep-

tion of neurotrophins at the nerve terminal, and to deter- new protein synthesis and is also mediated by cAMP (126,
167, 246, 267, 268). Behavioral studies of olfactory learn-mine whether Ca2/ waves can be generated by retrograde

factors. ing in Drosophila also showed that long-term memory
requires gene expression initiated by CREB (345, 363).The existence of long-range intracellular signaling

after local elevation of cAMP dependent activity was viv- With the assumption that induction of long-term memory
begins with activity-dependent synaptic modification, aidly demonstrated in a simple system of developing spinal

neurons in culture. Zheng et al. (368) observed that local retrograde signal in the cAMP signal transduction cascade
must be transported from the nerve terminal to the nu-application of a membrane-permeable cAMP analog or

forskolin at the growth cone of one of the neurites of cleus at the cell body. Bacskai et al. (8) have measured
directly the dynamics of cAMP diffusion in Aplysia sen-a multipolar neuron resulted in growth inhibition at the

growth cone of other neurites located 150–200 mm away. sory neurons in culture or in intact cell clusters, using
cAMP activated dissociation and loss of fluorescence en-In contrast, cAMP itself stimulates growth at the site of

local perfusion or when applied uniformly in the bath. It ergy transfer between fluorescently conjugated protein
kinase A subunits. Application of serotonin produced aappears that the retrograde cAMP signal arriving to the

cell body had instructed a redistribution of cellular activ- much higher elevation of cAMP in the nerve processes
than in the cell body. Such a gradient could drive a diffu-ity that led to the inhibition of the untreated neurite. That

the spreading retrograde signal from one nerve process sional flux of cAMP to the cell body, since injected cAMP
showed high diffusibility. Furthermore, physiological ap-induces different and ‘‘compensatory’’ activity in other

processes of the same neuron is a recurring phenomenon plications of serotonin also induced an increase in perinu-
clear cAMP concentration, which was followed in somein many systems. In cultured hippocampal neurons, tran-

section of a differentiated axon leads to reinitiation of cells by a slow translocation of the catalytic subunit of
cAMP-dependent kinase into the nucleus, where it pre-rapid growth of dendritic processes, which in some cases

leads to respecification of the axon (103). In bifurcating sumably acts to phosphorylate transcription factors, e.g.,
CREB. Diffusional transport of cAMP could be an efficientaxonal branches of identified Aplysia neurons in culture,

the growth of one branch becomes inhibited after the way of retrograde signaling over long distances, provided
that phosphodiesterase activity in the cytoplasm does notsibling branch contacts a target cell (317). Two branches

show opposite changes in axonal transport of organelles, severely reduce its concentration.
In hippocampal neurons, depolarization-induced pre-with increased transport activity in the target-contacted

branch and reduced activity in the other (141). In the synaptic depression of inhibitory transmitter release was
blocked by pretreatment with pertussis toxin (287). Be-developing nervous system of the leech, interruption of

retrograde signals received by one neurite from the target cause loading postsynaptic cell with nonhydrolyzable GTP
analogs had no effect on presynaptic depression, pertussiscell (by severing the neurite or removing the target) leads

to changes in growth and projection pattern of other neu- toxin probably works by blocking a presynaptic G protein,
which mediates the downstream action of a retrograderites (11, 129).

The cAMP-dependent signal transduction pathway is signal. Diffusible membrane-permeant retrograde factors
NO, CO, and AA have all been shown to activate solublenow recognized to be of crucial importance to activity-

dependent synaptic modulation and to memory formation guanylyl cyclase and increase cGMP levels in neuronal
tissues (for review, see Ref. 153). Inhibitors of guanylylin the nervous system. Formation of long-term memory

requires gene activation and protein synthesis, since tran- cyclase or of cGMP-dependent kinase blocked LTP at hip-
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pocampal synapses in slice preparations (371) as well as synapses. If the spread of synaptic modulation is due to
intracellular signals during the induction or expression ofin culture (7). In addition, application of cGMP analogs

results in long-lasting enhancement of synaptic transmis- the synaptic changes, only synapses associated with the
pre- or postsynaptic cells will be affected. However, se-sion. To distinguish a pre- versus postsynaptic site of ac-

tion, Arancio et al. (7) demonstrated that presynaptic in- creted or membrane-permeant diffusible factors produced
by the active synapse may spread through the extracellu-jection of cGMP paired with tetanic stimulation resulted

in immediate and long-lasting enhancement of the post- lar space to affect nearby synapses on different popula-
tions of cells. Indeed, both intra- and intercellular spreadsynaptic current. In analogy to cAMP, retrograde diffu-

sional transport of cGMP could further induce regulatory of synaptic modulation has been reported. Such spread
directly affects the specificity of activity-induced synapticaction on gene expression or posttranslational modifica-

tion through cGMP-dependent kinase at the cell body and changes and are likely to be important for developmental
and adult synaptic plasticity.other parts of the neuron.

Neurotrophins bind with high affinity to the Trk fam- In cerebellar Purkinje cells and hippocampal pyrami-
dal neurons, depolarization-induced increases in Ca2/ily of receptor tyrosine kinases (for reviews, see Refs. 12,

144, 161). Activation of Trk receptors results in ligand- concentration led to a transient presynaptic reduction of
evoked GABA release from inhibitory presynaptic nervemediated oligomerization of receptors at the cell surface

and autophosphoryation of tyrosine residues. These phos- terminals, presumably by the action of a retrograde signal
(287, 350). Simultaneous recordings from two neighboringphotyrosine residues serve as binding sites for activating

src homology 2 (SH2) domain-containing signaling pro- Purkinje cells showed that repetitive depolarization of one
cell reduces not only the inhibitory postsynaptic currentsteins, which in turn stimulate other effector molecules

including phospholipase C, GTP binding protein Ras, recorded in that cell, but also those recorded in the neigh-
boring cell (350). In Xenopus nerve-muscle cultures, whenGTPase-activating protein, and multiple serine/threonine

kinases of the Ras/Raf/MAP kinase pathway (99). Al- one input on a doubly innervated myocyte is tetanized,
the other synapse on the same postsynaptic myocyte wasthough the immediate actions of these effector enzymes

on cytosolic and plasma membrane components could affected only if it is within a limited distance from the
active synapse (224). This spatial restriction is apparentlyaccount for acute effects of neurotrophins at the local

site of receptor activation, the eventual consequence is a related to the spread of postsynaptic Ca2/ elevation from
the active synapse within the myocyte (55). Furthermore,change in the activity of transcription factors in the nu-

cleus. Diffusional spread or active translocation of second when persistent presynaptic depression of evoked ACh
secretion was induced by elevation of Ca2/ in the postsyn-messengers and effector proteins in the neuronal cyto-

plasm could account for efficient retrograde signaling aptic muscle cell, distant synapses made by the same pre-
synaptic neuron on other muscle cells were also de-over distances less than a few millimeters. Retrograde

active transport of endocytic vesicles containing internal- pressed (57). The time of onset of depression showed a
distance dependence, with a 10- to 15-min delay of onsetized neurotrophin-receptor complexes is required for sig-

naling over longer distances (see sect. VA). Finally, we for synapses located at 250–400 mm away. The spread
of synaptic depression at these neuromuscular synapsesnote that long-range signaling is important not just for

gene regulation in the nucleus. Protein phosphorylation appears to be mediated by a cytoplasmic signal, since
clearance of extracellular medium by fast perfusion ofof ion channels and receptors by activated kinases

throughout the presynaptic neuron could induce global fresh medium across the presynaptic site had no effect
on the spread of depression to distant synapse. The naturechanges in the membrane excitability and in the efficacy

of synaptic connections. For example, potentiation of of the retrograde interaction that induces the presynaptic
depression at the active synapse and the signal responsi-transmitter release at developing neuromuscular synapses

by local exposure of the synapse to CNTF appears to ble for the presynaptic spread remain unknown. Over the
limited range of distances tested in this culture system,require signaling with the neuronal cell body that does

not involve mRNA or new protein synthesis (337), perhaps the time course of presynaptic spread is consistent with
either passive diffusion (of a cytosolic second messengerfor redirecting the supply of synaptic material from the

cell body. Synaptic potentiation by BDNF, in contrast, is or protein) or a cytoskeletal-based axonal transport. It is
not clear whether the spread eventually dissipates ata local presynaptic modulation that does not involve long-

range signaling (336, 337). longer distances and whether such spread is a general
property of all forms of retrograde synaptic modulation,
including potentiation. The presynaptic spread of retro-D. Intra- and Intercellular Spread
grade modulation has direct consequence on the spatialof Synaptic Modulation
and temporal specificity in activity-dependent modulation.
It affects the effectiveness of specific synapse stabiliza-Activity-dependent synaptic modification occurs not

only at the active synapse but also affects other nearby tion/elimination of developing connections and the synap-
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tic plasticity of mature neural circuits. For example, at out the extracellular space to induce LTD in the neigh-
boring cells. Interestingly, the appearance of this hetero-polyneuronally innervated neonatal muscles, presynaptic

spread of retrograde signals associated with synaptic sta- synaptic LTD requires postsynaptic activation of protein
phosphatase 1 in the neighboring cells, similar to homo-bilization/elimination will lead to more global influence

on the presynaptic neuron, affecting more distant axonal synaptic LTD, but does not require increases in postsynap-
tic Ca2/. Compared with the spread of LTP describedterminals of the same motor unit.

In the hippocampus, LTP induced in one synaptic above, heterosynaptic LTD appeared to cover more exten-
sive population of cells. These two opposing influencespathway will lead to potentiation of synapses on the same

or different postsynaptic neuron (41, 112, 201, 321). In on adjacent synapses are clearly mediated by different
diffusible factors. On the basis of the effect of NO syn-the study by Schuman and Madison (321), simultaneous

intracellular recordings were made from two adjacent thase inhibitor, the spread of LTP appears to be mediated
by NO, whereas heterosynaptic LTD is not. The identityCA1 pyramidal neurons, and excitatory postsynaptic po-

tentials resulting from stimulation of Schaffer collaterals of intercellular message for inducing heterosynaptic LTD
is unknown. It could be either a secreted or membrane-were made. When LTP was induced in one cell (‘‘paired’’

cell) by pairing low-frequency stimulation with postsynap- permeant factor, but different from that proposed for the
retrograde signal involved in LTP. Scanziani et al. (316)tic depolarization, smaller but significant LTP was also

detected in adjacent neurons whose cell body is within proposed that the extensive nonspecific spread of hetero-
synaptic LTD helps to sharpen the LTP and enhance theÇ150 mm from that of the paired cell. No LTP was de-

tected when the distance between the two cells was be- information stored in the activated pathway. In a similar
sense, a more restricted spread of LTP may further helpyond 500 mm. Inhibition of NO synthase in the paired cell

prevented the LTP in the paired cell as well as that of the to amplify the localized activation.
Using triple whole cell recording from small net-adjacent cell. However, it appears that the spread of LTP

is not due simply to the action of NO on the presynaptic works of cultured hippocampal neurons, Fitzsimonds et
al. (119) recently found that induction of LTD at gluta-nerve terminals of the adjacent neuron, since postsynaptic

dialysis, Ca2/ chelation, and hyperpolarization of the adja- matergic synapses is accompanied by a retrograde spread
of depression to synapses on the dendrites of the presyn-cent neuron prevented LTP at that cell. This suggests that

the postsynaptic cell plays an active role in the enhance- aptic neuron (back-propagation). The depression was also
found to spread laterally to synapses made by divergentment of the adjacent synapses, perhaps by releasing an-

other retrograde signal that corroborates with NO re- outputs of the presynaptic neuron (presynaptic lateral
propagation) or to convergent inputs on the postsynapticleased by the paired neuron. However, using a local su-

perfusion technique in hippocampal slice cultures, Engert neurons (postsynaptic lateral propagation). In contrast,
there was no evidence for forward-propagation of depres-and Bonhoeffer (112) recently demonstrated that LTP

spreads to other synapses within a distance of 70–100 mm sion to output synapses of the postsynaptic neuron. More-
over, there is no evidence for back-propagation or presyn-which have not experienced presynaptic activity, whereas

synapses far away show no potentiation. Thus susceptibil- aptic lateral propagation of depression resulting from LTD
induced at GABAergic synapses. The contrasting resultsity to the actions of a diffusible retrograde signal due

to repetitive activation of a presynaptic terminal does of the lack of spread of depression in GABAergic neurons
point to the possibility that retrograde signaling is notnot explain the loss of input specificity at neighboring

synapses. involved in GABAergic plasticity. However, it appears that
a retrograde signal is generated by the induction of gluta-Long-term potentiation generated at one synaptic in-

put to a CA1 hippocampal neuron was found to result in matergic LTD, which is capable of spreading or inducing
a signal, which then propagates to other axonal outputsLTD in more distant neurons (251, 316). The spread of

synaptic modification can be mediated by signaling within and the dendritic inputs of the presynaptic neuron. Taken
together, these results demonstrated an extensive yet se-the neuron. Induction of LTP in hippocampal CA1 neurons

is known to produce heterosynaptic depression of neigh- lective distribution of activity-induced synaptic changes
involving intra- and intercellular retrograde signalingboring inactive synapses on the same postsynaptic cell

(1, 64, 231, 261, 279, 316). A signaling process within the within the neural network. These findings on the intra- and
intercellular spread of synaptic modulation have furtherpostsynaptic cells whereby an active potentiated synapse

sends a ‘‘depressive’’ signal to adjacent inactive postsyn- revealed the intricacy of synaptic plasticity within the neu-
ronal network, and their full implications are yet to beaptic sites may account for this depression. Scanziani et

al. (316) recently observed heterosynaptic LTD in differ- fully understood.
ent populations of postsynaptic cells after induction of

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKSLTP in CA1 neurons by tetanic burst stimulation of the
Schaffer afferent. An intercellular diffusible signal must Since the discovery of chemical synaptic transmis-

sion, our perception of what is being transmitted at thebe released by the potentiated neuron and spread through-
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EBP is an immediate-early gene required for the consolidation ofsynapse has been continuously evolving. For anterograde
long-term facilitation in Aplysia. Cell 76: 1099–1114, 1994.

transmission, we have now recognized that, in addition 3. ALGER, B. E., AND T. J. TEYLER. Long-term and short-term plastic-
to fast-acting classical neurotransmitters, there are a wide ity in the CA1, CA3, and dentate regions of the rat hippocampal

slice. Brain Res. 110: 463–480, 1976.range of coreleased proteins and peptides, which serve
4. ALLBRITON, N. L., T. MEYER, AND L. STRYER. Range of messenger

for structural and functional regulation of the postsynap- action of calcium ion and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate. Science 258:
tic cell with a slower time course. The list of proteins 1812–1815, 1992.

5. ALLEN, F., AND A. WARNER. Gap junctional communication duringreleased by the presynaptic nerve terminal is growing with
neuromuscular junction formation. Neuron 6: 101–111, 1991.

time, and a most recent addition is BDNF (352). It is 6. ANDERSON, M. J. Nerve-induced remodeling of muscle basal lam-
interesting to note that neurotrophin has long been con- ina during synaptogenesis. J. Cell Biol. 102: 863–877, 1986.

7. ARANCIO, O., E. R. KANDEL, AND R. D. HAWKINS. Activity-depen-sidered to be a prototypic retrograde signal released by
dent long-term enhancement of transmitter release by presynapticthe postsynaptic cell, a view that now appears to be bi- 3*,5*-cyclic GMP in cultured hippocampal neurons. Nature 376: 74–

ased. As reviewed here, a large number of diffusible and 80, 1995.
8. BACSKAI, B. J., B. HOCHNER, M. MAHAUT-SMITH, S. R. ADAMS,bound factors are shown to be likely candidates for retro-

B. K. KAANG, E. R. KANDEL, AND R. Y. TSIEN. Spatially resolvedgrade signals, with presynaptic actions including long- dynamics of cAMP and protein kinase A subunits in Aplysia sen-
term trophic influences as well as more rapid physiologi- sory neurons. Science 260: 222–226, 1993.

9. BALICE-GORDON, R. J., AND J. W. LICHTMAN. In vivo observa-cal effects. In view of the increasingly apparent symmetry
tions of pre- and postsynaptic changes during the transition fromof bidirectional communication at the chemical synapse, multiple to single innervation at developing neuromuscular junc-

it would not be surprising if small classical neurotransmit- tions. J. Neurosci. 13: 834–855, 1993.
10. BALICE-GORDON, R. J., AND J. W. LICHTMAN. Long-term synapseters and neuropeptides are found to be released by the

loss induced by focal blockade of postsynaptic receptors. Naturepostsynaptic cell and serve as retrograde signals for pre- 372: 519–524, 1994.
synaptic regulation. 11. BAPTISTA, C. A., AND E. R. MACAGNO. Modulation of the pattern

of axonal projections of a leech motoneuron by ablation or trans-Most previous attention on retrograde signaling has
plantation of its target. Neuron 1: 949–962, 1988.focused on diffusible factors. It appears now that direct 12. BARBACID, M. The Trk family of neurotrophin receptors. J. Neuro-

contact-mediated retrograde interactions are likely to biol. 25: 1386–1403, 1994.
13. BARDE, Y. A. Trophic factors and neuronal survival. Neuron 2:serve significant roles, not only during the early phase of

1525–1534, 1989.synaptogenesis, but also in activity-dependent synaptic 14. BARNES, C. A. Involvement of LTP in memory: are we ‘‘searching
modification. Further progress in this area will require under the street light’’? Neuron 15: 751–754, 1995.

15. BARTSCH, D., M. GHIRARDI, P. A. SKEHEL, K. A. KARL, S. P.molecular dissection of the cell surface components in-
HERDER, M. CHEN, C. H. BAILEY, AND E. R. KANDEL. Aplysiavolved in specific cell-cell recognition, the composition of CREB2 represses long-term facilitation: relief of repression con-

synaptic cleft material, and their linkage and interactions verts transient facilitation into long-term functional and structural
change. Cell 83: 979–992, 1995.with pre- and postsynaptic membrane components. Physi-

16. BASARSKY, T. A., V. PARPURA, AND P. G. HAYDON. Hippocampalological and biophysical techniques need to be devised to synaptogenesis in cell culture: developmental time course of syn-
probe the dynamics of the physical linkage at the synapse apse formation, calcium influx, and synaptic protein distribution.

J. Neurosci. 14: 6402–6411, 1994.with a time resolution on the order of seconds or shorter.
17. BATE, M., AND K. BROADIE. Wiring by fly: the neuromuscularBecause retrograde inputs not only act locally but system of the Drosophila embryo. Neuron 15: 513–525, 1995.

also affect other parts of the presynaptic neuron, the 18. BEAR, M. F., AND A. KIRKWOOD. Neocortical long-term potentia-
tion. Curr. Opin. Neurobiol. 3: 197–202, 1993.mechanisms by which signals are propagated in the neu-

19. BEKKERS, J. M., AND C. F. STEVENS. Presynaptic mechanism forronal cytoplasm are of great interest. At present, we know
long-term potentiation in the hippocampus. Nature 346: 724–729,

very little about how the movement and localization of 1990.
20. BENNETT, M. R., AND A. G. PETTIGREW. The formation of syn-cellular components are regulated. It is within the general

apses in striated muscle during development. J. Physiol. (Lond.)context of the cell biology of molecular transport and
241: 515–545, 1974.

localization that the problem of long-range retrograde sig- 21. BENOIT, P., AND J. P. CHANGEUX. Consequences of tenotomy on
the evolution of multi-innervation in developing rat soleus muscle.naling will eventually be solved. On the other hand, given
Brain Res. 99: 354–358, 1975.the acute requirement for organized molecular transport

22. BERNINGER, B., D. E. GARCIA, N. INAGAKI, C. HAHNEL, AND D.
and long-range signaling in neurons, the study of neuronal LINDHOLM. BDNF and NT-3 induce intracellular Ca2/ elevation in

hippocampal neurons. Neuroreport 4: 1303–1306, 1993.retrograde signaling may prove to be advantageous in re-
23. BERNINGER, B., S. MARTY, F. ZAFRA, M. DA PENHA BERZAGHI,vealing cell biological mechanisms for molecular trans-

H. THOENEN, AND D. LINDHOLM. GABAergic stimulation switches
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